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Shelby to Deliver 'Punishment, Condemnation, and Social Injustice' Lecture on Nov. 19

2013 NEWS ARCHIVE

10/23/13

Newton, MA--The Clough Center for the Study of Constitutional Democracy and Boston College Law School are pleased to announce that professor Tommie Shelby will deliver the upcoming "Punishment, Condemnation, and Social Injustice" as part of the Distinguished Lectures in Jurisprudence series. The event will take place at the Barat House on the law school campus on Tuesday, November 19 at 12:00 pm.

Tommie Shelby is Professor of African and African American Studies and of Philosophy at Harvard University. He holds a joint appointment with the Department of African and African American Studies. He received his B.A. from Florida A & M University (1990) and Ph.D. from the University of Pittsburgh (1998). Prior to coming to Harvard in 2000, he taught philosophy at Ohio State University (1996-2000). His main areas of research and teaching are African American philosophy, social and political philosophy, social theory (especially Marxist theory), and philosophy of social science.


Space at the lecture is limited and lunch will be served. Please RSVP by November 15th to: clough.center@bc.edu.

Shelby’s lecture is next in the popular lecture series after 'Global Governance, Human Rights and the Responsibility to Protect' with Cristina Lafont, Wender-Lewis Research and Teaching Professor of Philosophy at Northwestern University, on Nov. 1.